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SUMMARY 

This working paper reviews the status of implementation of the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network 

(AFTN) circuits of the AFI plan, identifies deficiencies and remedial action 

Action by the meeting is at paragraph 3. 
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Doc 8259 - Manual on the Planning and Engineering of the Aeronautical Fixed  

                   Telecommunication Network 
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APIRG - Meeting Reports 

Note: References can be downloaded from www.icao.int/wacaf. 

Related ICAO Strategic Objectives:  A: Safety; B: Air Navigation Capacity and Efficiency 

Related ICAO ASBU Performance Improvement Areas and Block0 Modules: PIA1 (B0-FICE); PIA2 (B0-

DATM, B0-AMET ) PIA3 (B0-FRTO, B0-NOPS, B0-ASEP, B0-OPFL, B0-SNET); 

 

1. Introduction 

 

1.1 This paper analyses the implementation and operational status of AFTN in the AFI Region.  

1.2 The requirements for AFTN communications are contained in the AFI Air Navigation Plan (ANP), 

FASID Table CNS 1A (AFTN Rationalized Plan).   

 

2 Discussion 

 

AFS Status of implementation  

 

2.1  AFTN main circuits have been implemented in accordance with the AFI Rationalized Plan, with digital 

circuits. Some AFTN circuits (such as Addis-Ababa/Asmara, Addis-Ababa/Djibouti) have not yet been 

implemented. 

 

AFTN circuits performance 

 

2.2 Significant improvements are noted, notably with the implementation of aeronautical satellite 

telecommunications networks (as discussed under Agenda Item 4.2 of this meeting).  
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Despite these improvements, the minimum availability specification of 97% stated in the AFI Air Navigation 

Plan (AFI/7 Recommendation 9/3) is not met by a number of AFTN circuits. This adversely affects flight 

coordination between ATS units as well as AIS, OPMET and SAR messages, which in turn has negative impact 

on air transport operations safety and efficiency.  

 

2.3 The non- availability of AFTN circuits is one of most concern in particular with regard to the missing 

Flight Plans encountered in the AFI Region. The safe operation of interconnected automated ATM systems 

requires a high level of availability of Flight Plans. 

The poor availability of AFTN encountered results from the obsolescence of some VSAT technologies. 

However States and ANSPs have planned to modernize the VSAT networks. 

   

AFTN deficiencies in the AFI Region 

  

2.4. Appendix A and Appendix B to this working paper contain the AFTN deficiencies reported in the AFI 

Region, in respect of international standards and recommended practices (SARPs) and requirements in the air 

navigation plan (ANP).  

 

2.5  The difficulties encountered by the secretariat to receive AFTN availability data is a barrier that requires  

ANSPs to accelerate the automation of the collection of AFTN availability data. 

 

3.  Action by the meeting 

 

3.1 The meeting is invited to: 

 

a) take note of the information provided in this working paper; 

b) review the AFTN deficiencies shown at Appendices A and B ; 

c) request States/Organizations concerned to indicate their plans to implement remedial action.  
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